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1. (2013 BMT Team #1) A time is called reflexive if its representation on an analog
clock would still be permissible if the hour and minute hand were switched. In a given
non-leap day (12:00:00.00 a.m. to 11:59:59.99 p.m.), how many times are reflexive?

2. (2015 BMT Team #2) Compute the sum of the digits of 100110.

3. (2016 BMT Team #3) How many graphs are there on 6 vertices with degrees
1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5?

4. (2012 BMT Team #4) There are 12 people labeled 1, . . . , 12 working together on
12 missions, with people 1, . . . , i working on the ith mission. There is exactly one spy
among them. If the spy is not working on a mission, it will be a huge success, but if
the spy is working on the mission, it will fail with probability 1/2. Given that the first
11 missions succeed, and the 12th mission fails, what is the probability that person 12
is the spy?

5. (2014 BMT Team #5) Call two regular polygons supplementary if the sum of
an internal angle from each polygon adds up to 180. For instance, two squares are
supplementary because the sum of the internal angles is 90 + 90 = 180. Find the other
pair of supplementary polygons. Write your answer in the form (m,n) where m and n
are the number of sides of the polygons and m < n.

6. (2013 BMT Team #6) In a class of 30 students, each student knows exactly six
other students. (Of course, knowing is a mutual relation, so if A knows B, then B
knows A). A group of three students is balanced if either all three students know each
other, or no one knows anyone else within that group. How many balanced groups
exist?

7. (2012 BMT Team #7) Suppose Bob begins walking at a constant speed from point
N to point S along the path indicated by the figure below. After Bob has walked a
distance of x, Alice begins walking at point N , heading towards point S along the same
path. Alice walks 1.28 times as fast as Bob when they are on the same line segment
and 1.06 times as fast as Bob otherwise. For what value of x do Alice and Bob meet
at point S?
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8. (2015 BMT Team #8) The sequence (xn) satisfies x1 = 2015 and

xn+1 = (13xn − 18)1/3

for all n ≥ 1. Determine limn→∞ xn.

9. (2016 BMT Team #9) How many subsets (including the empty-set) of {1, 2..., 6}
do not have three consecutive integers?

10. (2014 BMT Team #10) A unitary divisor d of a number n is a divisor n that has
the property gcd(d, n/d) = 1. If n = 1620, what is the sum of all of the unitary divisors
of d?

11. (2014 BMT Team #11) Suppose that x10+x+1 = 0 and x100 = a0+a1x+· · ·+a9x
9.

Find a5.

12. (2016 BMT Team #12) Consider a solid hemisphere of radius 1. Find the distance
from its center of mass to the base.

13. (2015 BMT Team #13) There exist right triangles with integer side lengths such
that the legs differ by 1. For example, 3 − 4 − 5 and 20 − 21 − 29 are two such right
triangles. What is the perimeter of the next smallest Pythagorean right triangle with
legs differing by 1?

14. (2015 BMT Team #14) Alice is at coordinate point (0, 0) and wants to go to point
(11, 6). Similarly, Bob is at coordinate point (5, 6) and wants to go to point (16, 0).
Both of them choose a lattice path from their current position to their target position at
random (such that each lattice path has an equal probability of being chosen), where a
lattice path is defined to be a path composed of unit segments with orthogonal direction
(parallel to x-axis or y-axis) and of minimal length. (For instance, there are six lattice
paths from (0, 0) to (2, 2).) If they walk with the same speed, find the probability that
they meet.

15. (2014 BMT Team #15) Suppose a box contains 28 balls: 1 red, 2 blue, 3 yellow,
4 orange, 5 purple, 6 green, and 7 pink. One by one, each ball is removed uniformly
at random and without replacement until all 28 balls have been removed. Determine
the probability that the most likely “scenario of exhaustion” occurs; that is, determine
the probability that the first color to have all such balls removed from the box is red,
that the second is blue, the third is yellow, the fourth is orange, the fifth is purple, the
sixth is green, and the seventh is pink.
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